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Abstract—Among popular social media platforms, Reddit
stands out for its decentralized approach to moderation and
community management. Due to this and its community-based
network structure, Reddit provides a unique environment for
studying the diffusion of knowledge and beliefs over social
media. While assortativity, polarization, and user behavior have
been examined within empirical contexts, having the ability to
model the impacts of different moderation policies and rules
across communities could provide useful insights for limiting the
spread of misinformation. In this work, we introduce an agent-
based model of Reddit interactions and moderating actions. By
simulating interactions at the user level and specifying user-
specific attributes, our model allows practitioners to conduct
experiments with various types of actors and moderators and
study their potential impact on Reddit-facilitated discussions and
information diffusion. Additionally, subreddit-specific attributes
enable communities to have different standards and thresholds
for user conduct. To validate this model, we rely on an empirical
dataset of over 100K posts and 800K comments across three U.S.
political events in addition to user surveys and studies.

Index Terms—Reddit, agent-based model, moderation, misin-
formation

I. INTRODUCTION

As social media use has grown over the past two decades, it
has become a popular medium for conducting disinformation
campaigns and a fertile environment for misinformation diffu-
sion. While many studies regarding misinformation diffusion
have focused on mainstream platforms, such as Twitter and
Facebook, increasing attention has been paid to alternative
platforms, including Reddit. This includes investigations into
how the Internet Research Agency used Reddit to heighten
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political tensions during the 2016 U.S. presidential election
and did so in a coordinated manner with actions taken on
other social media platforms [1]–[3]. Recent work has also
shown how narratives from pro-Russian propaganda websites
regarding the invasion of Ukraine infiltrated political com-
munities on Reddit during the initial stages of the war [4].
In addition to political misinformation, Reddit has also been
a host of “alternative health” communities and a forum for
sharing health-related misinformation [5]–[7].

Although Reddit serves a largely beneficial function by
allowing users to connect with others around common interests
and share useful information, the risks posed by misinfor-
mation to both the health of individuals and of democratic
political systems necessitate more effective intervention strate-
gies. This is even more significant as Reddit is one of
the most-visited websites worldwide, with over 1.5 billion
monthly visits and about a billion monthly users. In the
U.S., the platform ranks in the top 10 most used social
network websites [8]. While this highlights the relevance of
Reddit, especially within the U.S., the work presented in
this paper focuses more on the community-based structure
of the platform and the decentralized nature of moderation
rather than specific features of Reddit. Consequently, it can
be generalized to other platforms with similar designs.

The recent protests in reaction to Reddit’s decision to
increase API fees have drawn attention to the platform’s
decentralized moderation system. The protests demonstrated
the influence and control the unpaid volunteer moderators who
manage the individual communities on Reddit have on the
platform [9], [10]. This results in part from the decentralized
structure of Reddit, as well as much of the platform’s mod-
eration being delegated to the community moderators rather
than handled centrally by the platform.

This paper introduces an agent-based model of user inter-
actions on Reddit. It incorporates the platform’s community-
based structure and decentralized moderation system. Through
tuning various user, moderator, and subreddit attributes, prac-
titioners can use the model to study how different user
behaviors, moderation efforts, and community standards may
impact information diffusion on the platform. Validation of the
model is performed using three datasets from U.S. political
events and previous user surveys and studies.
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II. BACKGROUND

A. Social Media Models

Approaches to modeling the spread of information across
social media have taken several forms. One straightforward
approach for visualizing information diffusion over social
media users involves modified versions of the SIR epidemic
model [11]. However, as information spread over social media
often involves competing ideas and interactions between users
with evolving beliefs and unique behaviors, these models can
lack the complexity needed to reflect the real-world [11], [12].

In contrast, predictive models have been used to learn
diffusion patterns from real-world datasets with high accuracy.
Such approaches range from variants of independent cascade
and threshold models to evolutionary game theory [11]. For
example, random forests were used to predict hashtag virality
on Twitter based on the community concentration present dur-
ing the initial diffusion of the hashtags [13]. In another work,
neural networks were used to learn relationships between users
within the context of linear threshold and random walk-based
models [14].

Although these predictive models can yield high-fidelity
simulations of the training datasets and serve as useful mech-
anisms for predicting misinformation diffusion, they can be
challenging to generalize to new scenarios and lack inter-
pretability. Due to this, they are not conducive to performing
“what-if” analysis and experiments to study how structural
and environmental changes to the relevant social media plat-
forms will impact information diffusion or user interactions.
Additionally, they rely on access to large, high-quality, and
unbiased datasets.

An alternative to the epidemic and predictive models for
studying information diffusion over social media is agent-
based models (ABMs). Due to their agent-focused design
and bottom-up approach, these models can simulate a diverse
set of behaviors for different social media users. They can
also provide highly explainable results and insights into how
environmental factors impact information diffusion. Some of
the topics explored by prior social media ABMs include the
impact of emotion on user interactions [15], the adoption of
competing rumors in a social media network [16], and polar-
ization [17]. Additionally, ABMs have been used to model
social media behavior and communications during natural
disasters [18], [19] and health-related events [20].

Most of these existing models facilitate user interactions
based on direct user-to-user networks. While these types of
relationships are the underlying structure of many platforms,
such as Twitter and Weibo, they do not reflect how connections
are formed on a platform like Reddit. Therefore, our model
uses a user-to-community network structure, and posts are
shared indirectly between users through shared subscriptions
to the same communities. A key benefit of this approach is
that it allows different communities to have different policies
and moderators that impact what can be posted in a given
community. It also sets our model apart from previous work
that has examined how different community structures lead

users to self-censor [21] and how online rejection can make
users vulnerable to radicalization [22]. Due to this community-
based design, we are contributing to the emerging field of
social cybersecurity by developing a model that can be used
to study how influence campaigns conducted on decentralized
platforms can be mitigated [23], [24].

B. Reddit Structure and Dynamics

As discussed, Reddit is a community-based platform where
users join communities, called subreddits, based on their
interests. Within the subreddits, users can make posts and
comment on existing posts and comments. They can also react
to posts and comments by voting them up or down. This
results in each post and comment having a score (i.e., the
number of upvotes minus downvotes). Users can view new
posts through their “news feed” which displays posts based on
the subreddits they have subscribed to, with the order of the
posts determined by their scores or recentness. The subreddits
decide what their members can post and view within their
communities by having their own rules and moderators.

In terms of the behavior of users on Reddit, prior work has
found that most users prefer to browse content passively and
infrequently interact with posts or comments [25]. When users
do interact with content, lower-effort activity is more popular,
with voting being the most common form of engagement,
followed by commenting and then posting [26]. Furthermore,
a small percentage of users is responsible for the majority of
the posts on the platform. One study found that the number
of posts made by users in the dataset follows an asymptotic
power-law decay [27].

Considering the characteristics of posts made on Reddit,
most receive a small number of comments and stop getting
comments within a day of being posted. However, a sig-
nificant yet diminishing number of posts accumulate many
comments [27]. This reflects how posts that receive higher
scores are more likely to be seen by users, which results in
a positive feedback loop of them receiving more votes and
comments.

Drawing from these known trends, we aim to present a more
realistic environment of Reddit interactions than previously
developed by modeling users with different activity levels and
propensities towards posting, voting, and commenting. Our
model also considers the scores and recentness of posts and the
users’ subreddit subscriptions when determining the content
that users interact with. We validate our model by comparing it
to our own Reddit datasets, in addition to user behavior trends
identified by previous studies. We then perform experiments
involving different moderation approaches and subreddit rules.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section III
introduces the model by first providing an overview of its
main components and then describing in detail how the agents
interact with the Reddit environment. Section III ends with
a discussion of the approaches used to validate the model.
Section IV contains a description of the simulations performed,
the validation results, and the outcomes from experiments



with heterogeneous subreddits and types of users. The paper
concludes with a discussion of the key takeaways in section V.

III. REDDIT MODEL

A. Model Framework

Our Reddit model is built on top of the Construct API1.
Construct is an agent-based dynamic network framework that
models agents’ knowledge, beliefs, and evolution through
interactions with other users [28]. It has previously been used
to model the spread of knowledge and beliefs related to the
Arab Spring and the social and behavioral characteristics that
lead to revolutions [29] [30]. Since the Construct API provides
baseline classes and network management functions, it is a
useful framework for creating social media-based models.

The Reddit model is a discrete-time model that simulates
users logging onto the platform and viewing posts in their
news feeds. Users then update the information, represented as
bits called knowledge, they are aware of. These knowledge
bits represent abstract statements or news stories that could
be true or false. Users also update their trust of each piece of
knowledge, called knowledge trust, based on the posts and
comments they read at each time step. The model tracks
the knowledge that each agent is aware of with an agent-
to-knowledge binary network, called the knowledge network,
where the links indicate whether the agent has seen the
knowledge item before. Similarly, to track the users’ knowl-
edge trust, the model maintains another agent-to-knowledge
network, the knowledge trust network, where the link values
are floats that range from 0 to 1, with values closer to 1
indicating higher trust in the associated knowledge item and
lower values representing lower trust. The Reddit model has
two main types of agents: users and moderators. Each agent
has its own properties that determine when the user is active
and which actions they take. The full set of attributes available
is described in subsection III-D.

There are three main structures that are fundamental to the
model: the subreddit membership network, the personalized
news feeds, and the banned user network. The subreddit
membership network specifies which subreddits each agent
is a member of and is used to control both what posts and
comments the users can view and the subreddits that the
moderators can act in. It is specified at the start of a given
simulation. The personalized news feeds “serve” posts to the
users based on their subreddit subscriptions and order the
posts according to a combination of their scores and the
recentness. We use the previously public version of Reddit’s
ranking algorithm to rank the posts in each user’s feed, which
prioritizes newer and higher scoring posts [31].

The banned user network, in combination with the moder-
ator agent attributes, facilitates subreddit-specific moderation.
The banned user network is a user-to-subreddit network whose
edge weights track the number of times a given user’s posts or
comments are removed in a specific subreddit. The moderator
agents remove posts based on the moderators’ attributes and

1https://github.com/CASOS-IDeaS-CMU/Construct-API

the knowledge and knowledge trust associated with the given
post or comment. This allows each subreddit to have mod-
erators with specific attributes and to set a threshold for the
number of times a user can “break the rules” before becoming
banned from making posts and comments in the subreddit.

In summary, these structures allow the following main
platform features to be implemented in the model:

• Users belong to subreddits, which impact the posts and
comments they see.

• Users share information through posts and comments.
• Users vote up or down on posts and comments.
• News feeds prioritize new and higher-scoring posts.
• Subreddit moderators remove content and ban users.
• Subreddits can have heterogeneous rules and moderation

thresholds.

B. User Behavior

As discussed, the model has two main types of agents:
users and moderators. The users reflect individuals who join
subreddits to read posts and make posts and comments. The
moderators enforce the rules of the subreddit by removing
posts and banning users. We will describe how the user agents
behave in the model first.

Before each simulation, user attributes and the user sub-
scription network are specified; see subsection III-D. These
attributes define when each user is logged onto the platform
and their likelihood to read, post, comment, and vote. The
inputs also describe the knowledge bits that each user knows
at the start of the simulation and their associated trust in the
knowledge.

Once the initialization is complete, the model runs for a
specified number of time steps. During each time step, the
model loops through each user to check if they are active, i.e.,
logged on. If the user is active, they make posts, read posts
and comments, update their knowledge and knowledge trust,
vote, and comment based on their assigned attribute values,
as shown in Fig. 1. An important part of our implementation
is that the users can view and contribute to the comment
trees under posts, as they do in the real world on Reddit.
This then impacts their trust in the knowledge item associated
with the original post. Any comments made on a post or
a comment contain the knowledge item associated with the
parent post/comment. This reflects how comments on Reddit
tend to discuss the topic outlined in the original post. However,
the knowledge trust associated with the new comment reflects
the knowledge trust value of the commenter.

Updates to the knowledge network, K, are made when a
user reads a post that contains a new knowledge item. When
a user i, reads a post at time t, with knowledge index b, the
associated link in the knowledge network becomes 1, i.e., we
set Kt(i, b) = 1. Updates to the knowledge trust network, T,
take into account both the user’s prior trust of the knowledge
index, b, and the trust stored with the post, p. The knowledge
trust network is updated as:

Tt(i, b) = (1− update rate) ∗Tt−1(i, b) + update rate ∗ p



Fig. 1: User actions during each time step.

where the update rate controls how quickly the users update
their trust based on the trust values they observe in the posts
and comments. For the experiments conducted in this paper,
the update rate is set to 0.05, but this could be changed in
future work.

While users update their trust regarding the knowledge bits
by default, we also introduce a can receive trust attribute,
which can prevent certain users from updating their trust
values when they view posts or comments. This feature makes
it possible to simulate users who are convinced of their views
and only aim to influence others within their subreddits.

C. Moderator Behavior

The second type of agent in the model are moderators.
These are agents who remove content and ban users within
the subreddits. Their behavior is determined by the subreddit
membership network and two other attributes specified for
each moderator: moderation delay and moderation threshold.
They also rely on the misinformation attributes associated with
the knowledge bits that can flag knowledge as misinformation.

At each time step in the simulation, the moderators iterate
over every post and comment made in their subreddit(s), as
assigned by the subreddit membership network. As shown in
Fig. 2, they check if the post’s knowledge bit is associated
with misinformation. If it is, they check if the post was
made at least moderation delay time steps ago and if the
knowledge trust value associated with the post is greater than
or equal to the moderation threshold. Since the post contains
a knowledge bit designated as misinformation, the high trust
value of the post would increase other users’ trust in the
misinformation when they read it. Therefore, if the moderators
aim to limit the spread of misinformation, they would want
to limit the viewership of this type of post. Consequently, if

Fig. 2: Conditions that the moderators check before “remov-
ing” a post or comment from their subreddit(s).

all of these conditions are met, the moderator “removes” the
post, preventing it from appearing in the users’ news feeds at
any future time step.

When the moderators remove a post or comment, they also
increment the link weight in the banned user network that
connects the author of the post or comment to the subreddit
in which they made the post. The banned network is used to
prevent users from posting or commenting in a given subreddit
once their content has been removed a ban threshold number
of times from the subreddit. The ban threshold is specific to
each subreddit and can be used to reflect the strictness of
different subreddits’ rules.

The moderation delay and moderation threshold can also
be used to vary moderation policies across the subreddits.
Additionally, they can be used to model different types of
moderators. For example, automated moderators are common
on Reddit and can perform mundane or repetitive checks on
content. While they can respond faster than human moderators,
represented in the model by a shorter moderation delay, they
are not as adept at handling borderline cases or considering the
context of posts. Therefore, they may have a higher moderation
threshold for removing posts in the model.

D. Model Inputs

Many of the features and attributes in our Reddit model have
been covered in the previous discussion. For completeness,
we present the full set of attributes in Table I. They must
be initialized before the start of the simulation, along with
the networks listed in Table II. They can be used to create
heterogeneous agents with different activity levels, posting
behaviors, and moderation styles. As discussed in the prior
work, this is key for performing realistic simulations, as users
on Reddit, as well as other social media platforms, vary widely
in terms of activity levels and engagement types.

The networks listed in Table II are important for determining
the seed users who start with the knowledge items, through the
knowledge network, and the other users they can potentially
share information with, through the subreddit membership net-
work. Additionally, while the user attributes control the types
of actions users take while they are active on the platform, the
user active time network determines how frequently each user
“logs on” to the platform.



TABLE I: Model Input Attributes

Attribute Values Description
User Attributes

read density integer ≥ 1 average number of posts to read during an
active time step

post probability float from 0-1 probability of making a post during an
active time step

pr upvote,
pr downvote,
pr comment

float from 0-1 probability of upvoting, downvoting, or
commenting on a read post

can receive trust boolean (true
or false)

whether a user updates their knowledge
trust when they read posts or comments

Moderator Attributes

moderation
delay

integer ≥ 0 number of time steps after a post is made
that the moderator can remove the content

moderation
threshold

float from 0-1 value that the knowledge trust associated
with the post must be ge for the content to
be removed

Subreddit Attribute

ban threshold integer ≥ 1 number of times a users’ content must be
removed within the subreddit before they
are banned from making posts or comments

Knowledge Attribute

misinformation boolean (true
or false)

true indicates the knowledge item is fake
information

TABLE II: Model Input Networks

Network Link
Type

Source →
Target

Description

knowledge
network

boolean user →
knowledge

true link values indicate the user is
aware of the piece of knowledge

knowledge
trust network

float
between
0-1

user →
knowledge

the trust that the user has in the
given piece of knowledge (higher
values indicate more trust)

user active
time network

boolean user →
time step

true link values indicate that the user
is active during the given time step

subreddit
membership
network

boolean user →
subreddit

true link values indicate that the user
subscribed to the given subreddit

E. Validation Approach

Since most users on Reddit rarely post or comment on the
platform, it is challenging to measure knowledge or infor-
mation diffusion across the Reddit user base. Yet validation
of the proposed Reddit model is critical for using it to draw
meaningful conclusions. Due to this, we use a combination of
input, face, and empirical validation to evaluate various aspects
of our model.

First, we perform input validation of the values selected
for the model attributes and networks of our experiments.
This grounds our users’ behaviors in previous user studies and
helps ensure they follow real-world tendencies. We also draw
our subreddit membership networks from empirical datasets
to produce more realistic user-to-subreddit network structures.

We subsequently use a combination of face and empirical
validation to examine whether our model generates posts with
characteristics that align with patterns identified in prior work.
We support this analysis with a collection of three Reddit
datasets from the 2020 U.S. presidential election, the Dobbs

v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization U.S. Supreme Court
decision, and the 2022 U.S. midterm election. This set of over
100K posts and 800K comments helps us evaluate whether the
user behaviors and content diffusion produced by the model
are consistent with the real world.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Validation

To evaluate the validity of our model, we first select realistic
input parameters for the user attributes based on previous
surveys, studies of user activity logs, and analysis of social
media data. Each of these approaches has unique advantages
and limitations. For example, while social media data analysis
can be done at a large scale and give insights into broad
populations of users, it is limited to uncovering behaviors tied
to posting and commenting. Activity tracking can observe all
user activity, such as the posts that users view and voting
behaviors, but can have selection bias from users opting into
the monitoring. Surveys can gather more information about
beliefs but may have self-reporting errors. Therefore, by using
these references in combination when selecting the inputs, we
can create a more robust and realistic set of inputs.

Table III provides the user-related input values and as-
sociated references used for the experiments. The time and
activity-related user attributes are derived based on one time
step in the simulation representing 5 minutes. We sample
1,000 users from one of the three Reddit datasets for each
simulation run and extract their user-to-subreddit relationships.
The users are then assigned attribute and network values
according to Table III, with 100 knowledge items included
in each simulation. After this initialization, each trial runs for
4,032 time steps, representing 2 weeks. We repeat this process
50 times for each of the three Reddit datasets for a total of
150 simulation runs.

For each run of the simulation, we gather all of the posts
and comments made by the users. This allows us to collect a
dataset similar to the real-world data we collected from Reddit.
Unlike our limitations in the real world, however, we can also
track the agents’ knowledge and knowledge trust networks,
which we output every 12 hours for each simulation.

1) Temporal Patterns: The first analysis we perform relates
to the temporal patterns of the users’ posts and comments.
Since we draw on previously observed usage patterns of Reddit
users when specifying the user active time network, we would
expect to find that the posting and commenting behaviors
resulting from the active user sessions follow a similar diurnal
pattern in our simulations.

To compare the pattern of discussions from the simulations
to our three empirical datasets, we plot the power spectral
density of the number of posts and comments made over time
for each run. From this, we find that the strongest period is 24
hours across all of the simulations for each dataset. Comparing
this to the posts and comments made in the actual datasets, we
find that this behavior is consistent with the real-world data,
see Fig. 3. In all cases, the daily frequency is much stronger
than any others.



TABLE III: User-Related Input Parameters and References

Model Inputs Factors Considered
(if applicable)

Values References

read density,
post probability,

User activity levels 40% of users only read, 25% of users read and vote, 20% of users read, vote, and comment, 15% of users
post, read, vote, and comment.

[25], [27],
[32], [33]

pr upvote,
pr downvote,
pr comment

Activity based on 5-
minute time steps

Assuming the user can perform the given behavior: read density=10, post probability=0.1, pr comment=0.1,
pr upvote=0.15, pr downvote=0.05.

[33]

Frequency of use 20% of users twice daily, 30% daily, 10% twice weekly, 20% weekly, 20% monthly. [34]

user active time Time of use Probability that users ‘log on’ between: 12am-6am: 0.1, 6am-9am: 0.1, 9am-12am: 0.8. [35]

network Duration of session 50% of users are short-browsers (p=0.9), 25% are medium-browsers (p=0.2), 25% are long-browsers (p=0.05).
For each time the user ‘logs on’, the number of time steps the user is active for is drawn from geometric(p).

[8], [33]

subreddit membership network Sampled from the collected Reddit datasets.

knowledge network Each user has a 0.005 probability of starting with a given knowledge item (i.e., each knowledge item starts
out being known by an average of 5 users).a

knowledge trust network Edge weights are drawn from uniform(0.1, 0.9) with default weights being 0.5.
aAssuming simulations with 1,000 users.

Fig. 3: Power spectral density plots of the posts made in
the 2020 election dataset (left) and simulations (right). Each
simulation is displayed as a line on the plot. The model
reproduces the strong 24-hour period found across all three
datasets in the corresponding simulations.

To further contextualize these results, we run Seasonal and
Trend decomposition using Loess (STL) on the posting and
commenting over time signals [36]. This allows us to extract
their ‘seasonal’ components. We then average the seasonal
signals across the weeks in the datasets or simulation runs
to get a “representative” week of activity to compare across
the empirical and simulation data. While the simulated agents
generally have similar daily posting activity levels as the real-
world users, we find that the real-world users had more gradual
transitions between “night time” and “daytime” posting and
commenting activities than the agents. This difference likely
results from the discrete times of use considered when building
the user active time network, see Table III.

Future work could explore sampling the user sessions spec-
ified by the user active time network directly from the posting
signals found in the empirical datasets. However, our results
from the power spectral density and STL analysis indicate that
the ‘log on’ activity patterns specified by our inputs, along with
the posting and commenting parameters, translated into posts
and comments being created with temporal patterns similar to
what has been observed in real life.

2) Knowledge Diffusion: As stated previously, models of
information diffusion over networks have taken many forms.
One common behavior exhibited by many of these mod-
els [37], as well as found through empirical work [38], [39], is
an S-shaped diffusion pattern. This occurs when information

Fig. 4: Diffusion of knowledge bits in terms of the % of users
who become aware of the knowledge in the first 24 hours
after being posted. The diffusion of every posted knowledge
bit is collected across every simulation. Temporal variations
due to the user active time network are smoothed by taking a
6-hour moving average of each knowledge bit’s diffusion. The
resulting distributions for the Dobbs-related simulations (left)
and 2022 election-related simulations (right) are displayed.
Shading indicates the 50th, 75th, 90th, and 100th percentiles.

initially spreads slowly and then accelerates as more people
share the information with their respective connections. Even-
tually, the diffusion slows as the network becomes saturated.

In addition to this phenomenon, we also know that while
some content or news stories go viral, many never gain enough
traction to spread widely. For example, of 66K URLs linking
to news articles in the 3 Reddit datasets, 74% were only posted
once. Meanwhile, about 3% were posted more than ten times
each. We expect our Reddit model to produce similar content
diffusion patterns.

To evaluate whether this is the case, we plot the knowledge
diffusion of all the knowledge bits posted in the simulations.
As shown in Fig. 4, most knowledge bits experience very
little diffusion, with less than 3% of users learning about
the given knowledge bit within the first day of it being
posted. Conversely, about 10% of the knowledge bits expe-
rience widespread diffusion, with more than 10% of the users
becoming aware of the knowledge within the first 24 hours.



Fig. 5: Distribution of scores on posts in the 2020 election
dataset (left) and simulations (right). The empirical dataset
included more users than the simulations and consequently
has a longer tail, with some posts receiving scores > 10K.

This agrees with our expectations regarding viral content.
In terms of the S-shaped diffusion curve, we find that

the moderately spreading content (i.e., knowledge that falls
between the 50th and 90th percentiles) appears to exhibit
such behavior. While the most viral knowledge spreads rapidly
from the start, as might be expected with a viral news
story, and the low-spreading content never spreads enough to
experience the acceleration associated with the S-shape, the
moderately spreading content has slow initial diffusion and
then starts to spread faster around 5 hours after being posted.
In combination, these findings help validate that the knowledge
diffusion process implemented by the Reddit model fits with
the real world.

3) Distribution of Post Scores: Turning to validation of
the model’s news feed and recommendation implementation,
we compare the distributions of simulated post scores to
our collected datasets. Since the algorithm prioritizes higher
scoring and newer content, posts with larger scores are more
likely to be seen and, therefore, continue to receive more
attention. This positive feedback loop results in a few posts
having very high scores. Meanwhile, the rest that does not
gain such immediate attention drops lower in the news feeds
due to both lower scores and being replaced by newer content.

We find that about 90% of the posts in the empirical datasets
had a score of 1. This indicates that most of them did not
receive votes from other users. However, as expected, we
also find that a few posts garnered very positive scores, see
Fig. 5. The simulated posts exhibit similar behavior, with most
receiving scores of 1 and about 83% having a score of 3 or
less. Although fewer users are simulated than were involved
in the 2020 election dataset, the general trend of scores on
posts is consistent with the outputs of the model.

B. Heterogeneous Users and Subreddits

We now present a short example of how the model can
simulate the impacts of different types of users and moderation
policies. For these simulations, we introduce two types of
active spreaders. First are “good” agents who start out knowing
all of the “true” knowledge bits and create posts and comments
whenever they are active on the platform to spread the “true”
knowledge. Second are “bad” agents who start out knowing
all of the “misinfo” knowledge bits and actively spread them.

TABLE IV: Knowledge Diffusion with Moderation

Avg. % of users who know a given:

Active

spreaders?

% of subreddits

with moderation

“true”

knowledge bit

“misinfo”

knowledge bit

No 0 5.0 4.9

No 100 5.4 2.8

Yes 0 9.7 9.4

Yes 25 9.8 7.2

Yes 50 8.9 5.7

Yes 100 9.1 5.8

Both types of agents have fixed trust of their knowledge bits,
specified by setting their can receive trust attributes to ‘false.’
We add 20 agents of each type to the simulations.

To combat the bad agents and demonstrate our model’s
flexibility in assigning different moderation policies across
subreddits, we also introduce moderators into varying percent-
ages of the subreddits, as shown in Table IV. We then measure
and compare the “normal” users’ awareness of the “true” and
“misinfo” knowledge bits at the end of each 14-day run. These
simulations are run 50 times for each setting.

As expected, the results show that adding the active spread-
ers to the simulations resulted in greater diffusion of the
knowledge bits among the “normal” users. Additionally, in-
troducing moderators to the subreddits decreased the users’
awareness of the “misinfo” knowledge. Interestingly, the ben-
efit of adding moderators into the subreddits appears to plateau
around 50%; see Table IV. Though further and more detailed
experiments with this model are needed to investigate this
relationship, this finding is promising as it suggests that
targeted moderation efforts could have a significant impact
across the platform.

V. CONCLUSION

Recent moves to restrict data access on platforms such as
Twitter and Reddit heighten the benefits of having realistic
agent-based models of social media environments. We present
an agent-based model of Reddit interactions that facilitates
simulations involving heterogeneous users, moderators, and
subreddits. The model incorporates key features of Reddit,
including personalized news feeds and a community-based
structure. We show how the model produces results in align-
ment with real-world behaviors and can be customized to run
specific experiments related to moderation and bad actors. The
model is publicly available for use through the Construct API2.

We recognize the ethical concerns of developing and publi-
cally releasing a model that simulates misinformation diffusion
over social media. However, the benefits of allowing other re-
searchers to perform experiments and investigate countermea-
sures to limit such phenomena are substantial. We articulate
the permitted uses of the model in the model’s user guide.
Additionally, the Reddit datasets used in the analysis of this
model were collected and analyzed with IRB approval.

2https://github.com/CASOS-IDeaS-CMU/Construct-API/tree/Reddit-public
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